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President’s Column - Ed Pretty
Welcome back everyone. I hope you all had a great summer break
with a highlight or two. We were fortunate enough to attend the AAW
Symposium in San Jose then tour across the US to the Atlantic coast
from there. A visit with a couple of wood turners along the way and riding
through seemingly endless eastern hardwood forests made it difficult to
stick to one passion at a time.
Back at the ranch, the first order of business this year will be
registration. While you’re right here on our site, go to http://www.gvwg.
ca/docs/GVWG_Application.pdf, print and fill out the registration form so
that it’s ready to go. If you bring that and the $45 (cash or cheque only)
that’s burning a hole in your pocket, registration should go as smooth
as silk. This year we have started a new policy (to keep the insurance
underwriters happy) where we all must sign a liability release form. That
will happen at sign-up. So that they don’t feel left out, guests at meetings
will also have to sign a release as well as non members attending
weekend demos.
We’ve got a great year brewing already with some interesting monthly
demos lined up by Larry Stevenson and a broad spectrum of out-of-town
demonstrators lined up by Art Liestman and Peter McLaren. I would
like to encourage those of you who haven’t attended weekend demos
featuring guest demonstrators to consider attending at least one. Beware,
its like peanuts: bet you can’t attend just one. Appealing to newer turners
especially, we have a couple of folks lined up who specialize in “back
to basics” material. Though it’s difficult to justify a weekend demo when
you’re trying to scrape enough together to get a chuck or even a bowl
gouge, these demos are time and money well spent. I know I sound like
a broken record, but there is no better investment to take your skill and
enjoyment to new levels than attending these demos and if the budget
somehow allows it, a full day workshop. That new gouge will still be on the
shelf next month but these folks only come by once in a long while. Take
a few minutes ahead of time to check upcoming events on the website or
even check with Art or Peter on who’s coming to town and when. Sliding
a few bucks into the sock drawer over the next few weeks or months will
make it as painless as possible. ☺
The other side of the “extra $$ for your hobby” coin was fully expressed
on a T shirt I saw at the AAW symposium in June: “I’m Only One Tool
Away From Greatness”. I was careful not to get between him and the
vendors’ booths.

Sept’s President’s Challenge is
“Kitchen”

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, Sept 26th, 2012 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:
Finishing Part Two: Focus will be on Wipe on Poly
and the techniques and polishing of finishes
New Members Forum:
How to get the most out of being a member of
the GVWG.
Tech Talk Table:
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Focus on Form and Finish:
Larry Steveson will moderate a critique of your
pieces.
Focus on Fundementals:
September Food Suppliers:
Michelle Gendron, Tony Gil, Michael Gosnell,
Merv Graham, Ron Hader
October Food Suppliers:
Steve Hansen, Dianne Harkness, Claudia
Hayward, Neva Hilliard, Kees Hof, Don Hoskins
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Look Who is Coming to Demonstrate
Peter McLaren

Merryll Saylan is
on tap to be here
for a full day demo
on Oct. 27. Her
presentation will start
with an introduction
slide presentation on
her history of work
so we can see how
it has developed and
expanded over time.
How she has developed
ideas incorporated
into her interpretations
will be discussed at
length. As well, Merryll
will emphasize the
importance of drawing
and sketching as one
builds his or her own
repertoire of ideas that
will help you find your
own voice. The morning session will break part way
through her discussion on the use and benefits of
texturing.
Merryll’s bio explains that “Form, contrast, pattern,
texture and color are primary themes in my work.
Bowls and platters serve as my canvas on which to
investigate and explore surface manipulation and
visual images. The nature of wood – with its inherent
differences in color, grain, texture and density –
offers the ground for experimentation with pigments
and texture. The recent multiples and installations
allow for more complex studies by the juxtaposition
of one piece to another. Environment has always
affected my work and living next to a salt marsh
with its movement and patterns from tidal action is
reflected on my surfaces. I have been influenced
and attracted to the work and themes of artists such
as Morandi, Wayne Thiebaud, Agnes Martin, and
Hans Coper.”

Apple Ink Portal?
experiment with the ideas presented on Saturday.
Class participants should be prepared to bring a
few pieces ready for finishing /texturing so that the
time is spent creating and not roughing out forms.
Another option is to bring a few sample boards to
try a greater variety of Merryll’s techniques and
have something to take home as a reference. If time
permits Merryll may talk about design critique.

The afternoon will pick up on the theme of texture,
including tools you would never think of using in
this application; to that she will add components of
colouring materials – dyes to milk paints, glazes and
altering colours.
Sunday’s hands on class with Merryll will be at Art
Liestman’s studio in Coquitlam where the few lucky
participants will work under Merryll’s influence to

Are we there yet?
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Other visiting demonstrators will include:
December 8, 2012
Kurt Hertzog, in time to show you how you can
make some great Christmas ornaments or lovely
pens. http://kurthertzog.com/ornaments1.htm
March 16, 2013

One fish, Blue fish?

Ashley Harwood, from South Carolina, after
apprenticing with Stuart Batty for three years, this
young artist is rapidly making a name for herself
on the professional demonstration circuit. Check
out her web site at http://www.ashleyharwood.net/
ashleyharwood/Woodturning.html
May 2, 3, 4, 2013
Jimmy Clewes, now living in Las Vegas, will be
here for a couple days of class and a full day Sat
Demo. His classes promise to cover two projects
each day and his demo will include 5 different
pieces, each with a special twist and finish no doubt.
http://www.jimmyclewes.com/gallery.shtml
Email me if you wish to have your name put on
the class lists, - 1st come (paid) gets the seat.
Peter McLaren mclaren47@shaw.ca

Forms recognized as Saylan masterpieces

GVWG Tech Talk – June 2012
Bruce Campbell

There was a good turnout for Tech Talk last
month. Here is a summary of what we covered.

finish that would withstand handling nicely. Dennis
promised to report back with his findings.

Colour Bleeding
Dennis presented a pepper mill that was
Rosewood with a diagonal layer of maple. As he
applied his finish he noticed bleeding from the
Rosewood into the Maple. His question was how to
prevent that. Specifically he asked about washing
the piece with alcohol prior to finishing.

Milling
Platform Phil brought along a very nicely made 1”
Lexan plate to which he had attached a tool post.
When placed in his banjo this gives an excellent flat
reference for assorted applications. He also made
a simple yet elegant clamp for holding his Foredom
handpieces. This, in combination with his indexing
wheel, allows him to accurately mill on pieces that
are held on the lathe.

I shared a cautionary note about using alcohol as
it readily absorbs into the body through the skin or
lungs and can tax your liver and kidneys. Best to
use gloves, mask and work in a well-ventilated area.
An alternative suggestion was to pre-treating the
maple before glue-up. Suggestions included thinned
PVA (carpenters glue) or CA. Another suggestion
was to avoid a finish and instead sand to a very high
grit (8-10,000). The opinion was that the natural oils
in the Rosewood would be enough to produce a fine

Nice job, Phil.
Accurate line-up when reversing on a vacuum
chuck
Peter wanted a more accurate way to reversing
a piece in his vacuum chuck than the manual
“bumping” method. Everyone agreed that keeping
the piece in the chuck and attaching the whole thing
to the tailstock was likely the best.
Cont’d page 5
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Help Wanted
KMS Woodshow OCTOBER 18, 19, 20
We are once again looking for people to help at the annual KMS
wood show. The wood show lasts for 3 days from 8am to 6pm.
If you can spare a little time or a lot to help out that would allow
smaller shifts for all. We are looking for both hosts and turners.
We are also looking for people willing to set up on Wednesday
afternoon. If you can help out in any of these rolls on any of the
times below drop me a line to mervgraham@shaw.ca.

We are also looking for items to display what wood

turning is all about, be it from a beginner to expert. Bring labeled
items for display/sale to the September meeting in a well-marked
box. Let me know you want to show your work and I will arrange
to have it picked up or you bring it to the show on any of the days.
If you want to sell the work you are displaying have the price
you are looking for clearly labeled on the bottom and include an
envelope in your box for the money if sold.

People needed for:
2
3
4
3

people for set up Oct. 17 Wednesday 2 to 5pm
or 4 people Oct. 18 Thursday morning or afternoon
or 5 people Oct. 19 Friday morning or afternoon
or 4 People Oct. 20 Saturday morning or afternoon

KMS has always been very good to the guild, and once again,
they are giving us free space to publicize our association. Let’s
do ourselves and them proud by putting on a great show that
customers of KMS will remember.
Merv Graham
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Oneway sells an add-on to their live center that
allows a chuck to be threaded to it but this is only
as accurate as the play in the chuck. Several aftermarket sellers offer a single unit Morse taper with
the appropriate thread for the chuck on the other
end. These are very accurate as they are a solid
piece. That way, the only remaining run-out would
be if the tail stock was not perfectly aligned.
There was some discussion to ensure that the
Morse taper is long enough for any auto-eject
mechanism in your tailstock. Otherwise, a good
solution.
Colouring
In recent years the taboo about adding colour to
our work has started to die down. There still are
those who think that it detracts from the natural
beauty of the wood but, more and more wood is
being coloured. The tech question was an open
ended, “How do I get started?”
Colour can be painted on, sprayed or drawn with
a pen. Media can range from heavy opaque paint
to very thin transparent inks and dyes. Many want
to keep the grain showing so tend toward the more
transparent colours. These tend to be thin and will
“bleed” along the grain of the wood so some method
of masking is desirable.
Wood burning is often used to cauterize a line
and this often is enough to stop colour from flowing
beyond it. Traditional masking agents like friskets
and tape tend not to work as well – the thin media
can still bleed under. Well known turner, David
Nittman does speak highly of the new Frog Tape
saying that it works much better at stopping bleeds.
Another application method is using an air
brush. This is a whole art form unto itself and I do
recommend spending some time with someone who
has done some before spending any money. I have
also asked Larry (our speaker coordinator) to add
this to our topics for 2012-13.
Colour is a whole new dimension of artistic
expression that can add wonderfully to a piece or
spoil it completely. It is also quite personal; part
of your personal aesthetic. I suggest doing some
research on Colour Theory to get you started.
Baked Wood
Bruce brought along two pieces turned from
“baked” wood that P&D Taylor are now carrying.
One was baked Maple and the other Alder.
According to Pat the wood is placed in a 200F oven
for around 6 days. This obviously dries the wood
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well but it also darkens it a lot and since there are
few (no) local dark woods this is a notable addition
to our local choices. Of the two I prefer the Alder. It
seemed to retain the grain structure better than the
Maple and the colour was a little darker.
From a tooling perspective the wood is similar to
the native wood but more “chippy”; the shavings
come off more as powder. Also, there is a definite
“toasted” smell to both wood and waste. When
sanding the wood is softer but does sand well. But it
is extra “thirsty” when finishing. Whether oil or WipeOn Poly it takes several coats before it stops acting
like a dry sponge.
Heavy Metal Health Warning
Phil used to be a sawyer (maintained saw blades
in saw mills). He was alarmed by a recent AAW
article on sharpening carbide cutters. This seems
like a logical extension of our turning technology
with more and more carbide scrapers being used
and now, more and more diamond wheels being
sold for our grinders. The problem is heavy metal
disease.
This is not the same problem we see with
mercury or other environmental heavy metals. This
is caused by breathing in the particulates when
grinding carbides. Below are links provided by Phil.
The bottom line is there does not appear to be a
safe amount to breathe in. Records show some
operators taking sick after a very short time.
So, if you plan to do this Phil recommends:
Add coolant mist or flood spray.
Use dust extraction. When cleaning the extractor,
dust is still a problem.
Use a respirator.
Find a professional who is knowledgeable in
sharpening and uses safe disposal practices.
Here a few links that Phil sent along…
http://www.worksafebc.com/publications/health_and_
safety/by_topic/assets/pdf/hard_metal_hazard.pdf
http://ajrccm.atsjournals.org/content/176/1/2
and Phil’s last word on the subject, “There is a lot
to consider with this stuff! Those who don’t know
can be hurt.”
Thanks for this, Phil. Personally, I don’t think it is
worth the risk.
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AAW Newsletter on Fundamentals
Woodturning fundamentals is a bimonthly
multimedia newsletter, catering to beginners, from
the American Association of Woodturners of which
our guild is a chapter. It was created by their director
of programs, Linda Ferber and was launched in
January of this year.
While it draws heavily on articles in back issues
of their journal, The American Woodturner, it also
features a question and answer section, together
with video clips, tool & equipment reviews, etc. If
the first issues are any guide, it well addresses
the typical needs of those seeking to learn about
woodturning, by covering topics such as tool
sharpening, safety, harvesting wood, workshop
layout, basic tool operations, and design, as well
as providing step by step instruction of projects that
seek to sharpen basic skills. It is accessible from the
AAW website www.woodturner.org. (see left sidebar
- woodturning fundamentals)
January/February 2012

addressed by Joe Herrmann.

•

Safety tip (video): The correct lathe height
(elbow height) and position (front of bench) to
avoid back strain, plus adequate floor space
(2 feet back from the lathe) and stability are
reviewed in this Mid-South Woodturners
video.

•

Sharpening tip (text): Spindle roughing gouge
sharpening is reviewed by Keith Tompkins. As
well he shows how to restore a bad profile by
squaring the bevel face off.

•

Skill building tip (video): This step by step
turning of a two piece goblet is demonstrated
by Bob Rosand.

•

Technique tip (videos): Some factors in the
choice of lathes for architectural production
work (indexing and a long bed) and for bowl
turning (stability) are very briefly reviewed by
Beth Ireland.
Technique tip (text): The “correct” speed to
run a lathe is discussed by Kurt Hertzog, who
emphasises feeling safe.

•

Q&A (text): Food safe finishes are reviewed
by Rob Wallace, who notes most are safe
once the carrier solvents have evaporated.

•

•

Sharpening tip (text): Skew angles and
techniques for sharpening and honing by
Keith Tomkins

May/June 2012
•

Q&A (text): The selection of a beginners
toolkit is discussed by Kurt Hertzog.

Safety tip (video): Dressing for safety. This is
one of a series by the Mid-South Woodturners
Guild. It is an excellent production providing
information on shoes, glasses, jackets, face
shields, ear protection and skin protection.

•

Design tip (text): The use of asymmetry in
design is reviewed by Keith Tompkins.

•

Technique tip (text): Basic considerations
(space utlisation, operating room, lighting,
electrical, etc and dust collection & floor
cleanup) in laying out a woodturning shop are
overviewed by Rob Wallace.

•

Safety tip (text): Listening to your inner voice
(intuition) is well discussed by Don Derry.

•

Skill building tip (text): The theory of creating
profiles that please, by varying the tangent
line, is reviewed by David Nittmann.

•

Technique tip (video): Jamming blanks against
the headstock for the rapid production of small
blanks is illustrated by Beth Ireland.

•

Technique tip (video): Beth shows how she
uses rare earth magnets to temporarily
position accessories on the lathe, so that they
are close to her working position.

•

•

•

Skill building tip (video): Twenty traps for
beginning bowl turners are addressed by Nick
Cook (see our website FOF & 101 resources
for a link to this clip).
Technical tip (video clip): A quick way of
locating a centre in stock is briefly illustrated
by Beth Ireland.

March/April 2012
•

Q&A (text): Food safe finishes are continued
with Rob Wallace where he follows up with
those for alcoholic drinks, with shellac being
considered unsuitable.

•

Q&A (text): Pros & cons of second hand tools
are considered by Kurt Hertzog.

•

Technique tip (text): The storage of green
wood for bowl and spindle turning is
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Classifieds
For Sale
•

Delta Industrial Table Saw (36-653C),
Enclosed Stand, Biesemeyer style fence
(wired to 220v but can be changed to
standard 110v) + General Mobile Base +
Delta Tennoning Jig - $400

•

Canwood Pro Dust Collector (CWD12-500)
Dual 1 micron Bags, 240v 10a motor - $250

•

Beall Wood Buff System $50

•

Munro Hollower (version 1) - $200

Please email gari@biasillo.com
Wanted
Wood lathe with 36” - 48” bed or greater, rotating
headstock with 10” - 14” swing and variable speed
motor control.
Contact Martin at 604-961-0213 or email
manager@wvyc.bc.ca

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President
Ed Pretty

604.888.5967

Vice President
Bruce Campbell

604.944.3028

Past President
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

604.468.0605

Secretary
Kees Hof

604.420.7795

Treasurer
Fred Baldwin

604.812.4972

Members At Large
Michelle Gendron
Tom Byrom
Bill Fowle
Joel Elder
Steve Kent
Olaf Lepper

604.789.1873
604.929.1766
604.466.2150
604.460.0992
604.937.0145
604.307.6005

Educational Coordinators
Steve Kent
Larry Steveson
Bruce Campbell
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604.940.9760
604.944.3028

Librarian
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief
Marco Berera

604.274.7594

FOF Coordinator
Murray Mackinnon

604.986.5746

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Newsletter
Michelle Gendron
Digital Photography
Bill Fowle
Webmaster
Steve Hansen

604.789.1873

editor@gvwg.ca

604.466.2150
604.585.0638

webmaster@gvwg.ca

